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KYOCERA TK-5230M toner cartridge 1 pc(s) Original Magenta

Brand : KYOCERA Product code: 1T02R9BNL0

Product name : TK-5230M

TK-5230M

KYOCERA TK-5230M toner cartridge 1 pc(s) Original Magenta:

For optimum performance we recommend genuine toner by KYOCERA Document Solutions, which is
specially designed for your printer. Toner particles of the incorrect size can lead to poor print quality with
streaky grey background or ghosting on the page. KYOCERA Document Solutions toner contains ceramic
cleaning beads which are essential to ensure the printer drum is clean and particle free. This is
particularly important as our drums are designed to last several hundred thousand copies.

A KYOCERA original toner will either have the KYOCERA Document Solutions logo moulded into the toner
cassette or the toner will have a green KYOCERA Document Solutions label on it with white writing
including our logo.
KYOCERA TK-5230M. Colour toner page yield: 2200 pages, Printing colours: Magenta, Quantity per pack:
1 pc(s)

Features

Compatibility * ECOSYS M5521cdw, ECOSYS
M5521cdn

Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Colour toner page yield 2200 pages
Type * Original
Printing colours * Magenta
Brand compatibility * Kyocera

Features

Product colour Black

Weight & dimensions

Width 120 mm
Depth 320 mm
Height 110 mm

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84439990
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